
Join others across the city in the Japanese traditions of folding 1,000 cranes. Cranes are a 
symbol of peace and well-being, as well as hope and healing during challenging times. It 
is said that folding 1,000 cranes will make one special wish come true. There is no wrong 
way to make a crane. Every response counts!

There is no wrong way to help us make cranes:

FOLD: Use the instructions and the cut-out on the back of this sheet to  
fold a crane.

WRITE: Use the cut-out as space to write a story or a poem of peace.

DRAW: Use the cut-out as an open canvas to draw a symbol of hope. 

Our cranes will live a long life in a public art installation created by Ezra J. Ali-Dow in the 
Sunday Breakfast Rescue Mission.

1,000 CRANES  
FOR PHILLY

Origami Tips
1. Cut out the square to practice or use as a template for your own paper.

2. Using a bigger square paper can make the process easier. 

3. It’s ok if you don’t get it right the first time. The more you make, the better 
you’ll become at it. 

4. The folds you make are a part of the next steps- creasing your paper well is 
a part of the process. 

5. Your cranes don’t need to be perfect to be loved!

We Need Your Help! 

Send your cranes to:
SUNDAY BREAKFAST RESCUE MISSION 
ATTN: Liz Hefner 
302 N 13th St, Philadelphia, PA 19107

Questions? WilmaPortableStudio@gmail.com or (267) 961-6532 
Track Our Progress @WilmaEducation #WilmaVirtualStudio

Thank you origami.me!   
You can find more tips on their website.



Cut or rip along the dotted line to use as origami paper or as a canvas for what hope means to you.





Now you’re going to use the crease 
from Step 20 to fold the right flap up 
into the top part of the model. Slightly 
open the entire right side. Use your 
index finger to fold the bottom flap up. 
The thin flap will fold along the dotted 
line to fit inside the base of the crane. 


